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IDENTIFY CONCERNS 

I was concern about to find a way to show the story with almost no speaking at all because is really hard to 
just show a story with no speaking . 
I was concern about showing the meaning of who one of the students became a doctor for doing good and 
the other one end up dying for no followed the right way . 
I was concern if the public (teenager) would get the message of the video . 

SET A GOAL 

Plan to do a movie with students and teacher by December 22 , showing one of the big struggles that 
teenager have falling on drugs and bad behave . 

FORM A PLAN (WHO, WHAT, WHEN, WHERE, HOW, COST, RESOURCES, AND EVALUATION) 

We didn’t have a budget so we get the resources from our school . Ms. Anderson let us borrowed one of her 
room to film the party part of the video , Ms. Bodie let us borrowed a video camera from her class to film 
the video , Ms.Gamble (the principal ) helped us with the scene where they took the kid out the room 
because how he was behaving , The school nurse helped with the room (“hospital” ) and with the tools . 
Ms. Beasley helped us planning and giving us ideas and watching us for the restroom scene . 
Mrs. Tombs helped us with the crown room of student to film the class scene . 
Andres was the best friend of Leo in the video. 
Leo was one of the main character , Maya was one of the main character too . 
Leila was the teacher in the first scene in the classroom. 
Ethan , kyan , Michael , Paula , Maria , Josh and Austin were the people in the party . 
Some extra people in the background . 

ACT 
  
Well most of the things went well but I didn’t put so many effects as I wanted . It was a struggle to get 
people together to film , it took me more long to film the scenes , we learn how to make and cut  a video 
that  was a struggle . People start laughing in the scenes and we struggle with that making the scenes 
more longer , we struggle deciding the places to film.  We struggle making our ideas work . We had the 
teacher being so helpful to us more than we expected . 
One of the struggle was knowing my partner at the same time we were working together , we find a way 
to work and making a strong friendship . 

FOLLOW UP 
We would change effects , the app to edit the video , start before , have more plans and   
Different way to do it , music and resources .  

We did a good job working and making us stronger with each of our mistake also we learn  
how to do so many things . 
We did a good job making contact with people and doing things with passion . 
We did also a good job trying new things . 

  




